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We obtain results about splittings of syzygy modules, either directly, or after base
change in the context of various types of lifting. In this way, we generalize results
obtained previously in the context of deformations defined by regular sequences
that had application in deformation theory and the theory of maximal Cohen]
Macaulay modules. Q 2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
w xIn the seminal paper ADS , Auslander, Ding, and Solberg investigated
situations in which modules were ‘‘lifted’’ over complete intersection ideals
Ž .i.e., ideals defined by regular sequences and in related, but milder,
conditions. Their work had close links with deformation theory. These
Žideas also find application in the theory of maximal Cohen]Macaulay in
. Ž w x .brief, MCM modules cf. BrHe, Ei1, Yo for general background . Build-
w x w xing on work of Popescu Po and of Herzog and Popescu HePo that had
w x warisen from the foundational paper of Knorrer Kn , the authors OP1,¨
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xOP2 have given results about splitting of syzygy modules and have applied
these results to obtain information about maximal Cohen]Macaulay mod-
ules in deformations defined by regular sequences, in the context of lifting
w xand weak lifting in the sense of ADS .
wThe present paper is devoted to generalizing results from ADS, OP1,
xOP2 to the case of various types of lifting over general ideals, where we
w xfind that the basic theory of ADS needs to be refined somewhat. Thus
w xhere we treat not only liftability in the sense of ADS , but also introduce
the notion of ‘‘preliftability’’ as a refinement of that of ‘‘weak liftability’’
w x w xgiven in ADS . This refinement, which is suggested by work in ADS , is
useful in handling the case where the deforming ideal is no longer
generated by a regular sequence.
We now briefly discuss the contents of the paper in a little more detail.
The first section contains some generalities about complexes and their
w xtensor products that are then applied to extend OP2, Theorem 2.1 : this
result gave information about the splitting of syzygy modules in the context
of complete intersection ideals. Here, in particular, we find that relatively
mild hypotheses about finiteness of projective dimension produce quite
explicit statements about the splitting of such modules. For example, we
have the following result, where the hypotheses are satisfied in situations
Ž .of interest to us see 1.2.2]1.2.6 below .
THEOREM. Let M and N be finitely generated modules o¤er the Noethe-
RŽ .rian local ring R such that Tor M, N s 0 for all i G 1, and suppose thati
Ž .d [ pd M - ‘. Let F , › be a minimal R-free resolution of M, with b theR ? ? i
1 Ž .ith Betti number of M. Suppose further that Ext › m N, y s 0 for allR i
d Ž . d Ž e Ž .. bdy ei G 1. Then V M m N ( [ V N .R Res0
The section closes with some examples to illustrate the more general
reach of our present results.
Section 2 investigates the role of liftability and preliftability in results on
splitting. Necessary and sufficient conditions for preliftability are explored
in 2.3, and for liftability in 2.6 and 2.7. For example, 2.7 states the
following:
THEOREM. Let I be an ideal in the Noetherian local ring R and let
2˜R s RrI, R s RrI . Consider a finitely generated R-module T. Then the
following are equi¤alent:
˜Ž .i T is liftable from R to R;
R˜ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .ii The natural map a : Tor R, T “ V T m R has a retraction˜ ˜ ˜1 R R
R˜˜ ˜Ž .b such that Tor bp , R is an isomorphism for i G 1, p being the natural˜ ˜i
1 1Ž . Ž .surjection V T “ V T m R.˜ ˜ ˜R R R
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We find that the situation regarding preliftability is more problematical
and only partial existence results are obtained, after putting restrictions on
Ž . Ž .the deforming ideal cf. 2.11, 2.14 below . We find cf. 2.3 that in the
setting of preliftability a certain Tor vanishes. In the setting of complete1
w xintersection ideals as considered in ADS , this would force all subsequent
Žcorresponding Tor , i G 2, to vanish. However, we present an example cf.i
.3.11 to show that, in our more general context, we can have preliftings
Žwhere only the Tor vanishes, but no higher Tor vanishes so we do not1 i
.have a lifting .
We close, in Section 3, with applications of this theory to the splitting of
modules of syzygies, this time in the context of base change induced by
lifting or prelifting. The former situation gives more definitive results
Ž .which yield corollaries phrased in terms of Poincare Series cf. 3.1 ff. . We´
Ž .note cf. 3.3 that the setting for our analysis is quite disjoint from that of
w xGokhale Go2 . Further, we obtain some results on the splitting of syzygy
Ž .modules in the context of preliftability cf. 3.4, 3.8 . These have their most
definitive form as follows, when the ideal concerned is a complete intersec-
w x Ž .tion, the situation that was the concern of ADS, OP1, OP2 cf. 3.6 :
THEOREM. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian local ring R generated by a
2˜regular sequence of length r and set R s RrI, R s RrI . Suppose that the
˜finitely generated R-module T is liftable to R. Then
p
irp iV T m R ( V T , p G 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜ [R R R
is1
We close with two illustrative examples, 3.10 and 3.11, the latter being of
special interest to us, as already mentioned.
1. SYZYGIES AND SPLITTINGS
1.1. Generalities
Ž .Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring and M, N two finitely generated
RŽ . Ž . Ž X.R-modules with Tor M, N s 0, i G 1. Let F , › and G , › be mini-i ? ? ? ?
Ž .mal free resolutions of M and N, respectively. In F , › , we factor › as? ? ?
sŽ . sŽ .› s t p where, for all s g N , t : V M “ F and p : F “ V M are? ? ? 0 s sy1 s s
Ž . Ž X.the natural maps with F s 0 , while in G , › we have an analogousy1 ? ?
X Ž .factorization › s u q . As is well known, the tensor product Fm G , d? ? ? ? ? ?
Ž . Ž X.of the complexes F , › and G , › is a minimal free resolution of? ? ? ?
M m N. Note in particular that
w xFm G s F m GŽ .[? ? i js
iqjss
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and
d F m G s › F m G [ F m › XGŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .s i j i i j i j j
: m F m G [ F m mGŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .iy1 j i jy1
: m F m G [ F m G ;Ž . Ž .Ž .iy1 j i jy1
w x Žsee, e.g., Mat, Appendix B . Throughout Section 1, all tensor products
Ž .and eventually syzygies are taken with respect to R; hence we suppress
. Ž .explicit mention of R in such situations. Again, in Fm G , d we factor? ? ?
d analogously as d s ¤ r .? ? ? ?
Then we have an exact sequence of complexes
p?
Fm G “ Fm N “ 0? ? ?
Ž .with N considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0 . We let
˜ YŽ .G , › be the complex given as? ?
›
X qs 1 1G˜ : ??? “ G “ G “ ??? “ G “ V N “ 0 “ ??? ;Ž .? s sy1 1
i.e., › Y s › X if s G 2, › Y s q and › Y s 0 otherwise. Then, as is easilys s 1 1 s
seen, the surjective map of complexes p : Fm G“ Fm N has kernel? ? ? ?
˜ ˜Fm G ; denote by e the standard differential on Fm G . The short exact? ? ? ? ?
sequence of complexes
i p? ?˜0 “ Fm G “ Fm G “ Fm N “ 0,? ? ? ? ?
where i is the natural inclusion, induces the long exact sequence in?
homology given by
˜??? “ H Fm N “ H Fm G “ H Fm G “ H Fm N “ ??? .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .iq1 ? i ? ? i ? ? i ?
1Ž .
Ž .Since, for i G 1, Tor M, N s 0, note thati
M m N , i s 0,H Fm N s H Fm G sŽ . Ž .i ? i ? ? ½ 0, i G 1.
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It is easily seen that the diagram
p mN0 66
F m N M m N 00
6
p 0
6 6
F m G M m N 00 0 p mq0 0
Ž . Ž .commutes, so the induced map in homology H Fm G “ H Fm N is0 ? ? 0 ?
the identity map.
Ž .Then, as already noted, H Fm N s 0, i G 1, and it easily follows fromi ?
˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .1 that H Fm G s 0 for all i, i.e., Fm G , e is an exact complex. Toi ? ? ? ? ?
˜w x w xsimplify notation, for s g N , set T [ Fm G and U [ Fm G .0 s ? ? s s ? ? s
Fix s G 1. Then we have the following commutative diagram with exact
Ž .rows and one checks easily that the right-hand square commutes ,
p mNsy1s sy16 6 6 6Ž . Ž .V M m N0 F m N V M m N 0sy16 6
p nn sy1 sy1s , 2Ž .
6
rsy1s sy16 6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 V M m N T V M m N 0sy1
where n is the restriction of p , n being the identity map. Sets sy1 0
Ž .K [ Ker n , for all i. Then, in 2 , the beginning of the Ker-Cokeri i
sequence induces the exact sequence
eXsy1 60 “ K “ U K ,s sy1 sy1
where eX is the restriction of e : U “ U to the codomain Ksy1 sy1 sy1 sy2 sy1
Ž .with U s 0 . But Im e s Ker e if s G 2 and Im e s 0, sincey1 sy1 sy2 0
˜ XŽ . Ž Ž ..U , e ’ Fm G , e is exact, so Im e s K ; that is, the sequence? ? ? ? ? sy1 sy1
0 “ K “ U “ K “ 0s sy1 sy1
Ž .is exact. Hence, in 2 , the full Ker-Coker sequence induces the following
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns
0 0 06 6 6
p mNsy1s sy16 6 6 6Ž . Ž .V M m N0 F m N V M m N 0sy16 6
p nn sy1 sy1s
6
rsy1s sy16 6 66Ž . Ž .0 V M m N T V M m N 0 . 3Ž .sy16 6 6
6 6 66
K0 U K 0s sy1 sy16 6 6
0 0 0
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1Ž . Ž .In particular, for s s 1, U s F m V N and K s 0 , and in this case0 0 0
Ž . 1Ž .the bottom row of 3 yields the isomorphism K ( F m V N .1 0
Ž .Thus 3 holds for s G 1 with K s 0; moreover, in the case s s 0 we0
have the trivial commutative diagram with exact columns,
0 06 6
0Ž .V M m N M m N
n0
6
0Ž .V M m N M m N .6 6
0 06 6
0 0
1.2. Basic Results
We follow the notation established in Subsection 1.1 and also write
F s R b j for all j, so that b is the appropriate Betti number.j j
Ž .1.2.1. LEMMA. Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring and let M, N be
Ž .finitely generated R-modules such that Tor M, N s 0, for all i G 1. Sup-i
1Ž .pose that Ext › m N, y s 0, for all s G 1. Then, for all s G 0, there existss
an exact sequence
nss sj 0 “ C “ V M m N “ V M m N “ 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .s s
Ž eŽ .. Ž . 1Žwhere C [ [ F m V N so C s 0 , such that Ext p ms j 0 sjqess, eG1
.Ž .N, C j s 0.s s
Before proving 1.2.1 we draw some conclusions and make some remarks.
1.2.2. THEOREM. Following the hypotheses of 1.2.1, suppose further that
d [ pd M - ‘. ThenR
Vd M m N ( F m V e NŽ . Ž .Ž .[ j
jqesd
d
bdy ee( V N .Ž .Ž .[
es0
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Proof. Following the notation of the statement of 1.2.1, by that result
and by hypothesis, we have the exact sequence
nddj 0 “ C “ V M m N “ F m N “ 0Ž . Ž .d d d
1Ž .Ž .and Ext p m N, C j s 0.d d d
dŽ .Now p : F “ V M is an isomorphism. We deduce from the inducedd d
commutative diagram with exact columns
0 066
p mNd d6 66 Ž .F m N0 V M m N 0d
nd
6 6
d dŽ . Ž .V M m N V M m N66
C Cd d66
0 0
Ž . Ž .z jd d
Ž . 1Ž .Ž .that the extension z ’ Ext p m N, C j s 0.d d d d
Ž . dŽ . Ž .Hence z splits, so V M m N ( C [ F m N and the result fol-d d d
lows immediately from 1.2.1.
1.2.3. COROLLARY. Following the hypotheses of 1.2.2, suppose further
that M s RrI for some ideal I of R. Then
d
bdy ed eV NrIN s V N . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .[
es0
w x1.2.4. Remark. In 1.2.3, consider the case treated in OP2, Sect. 2
where I is generated by a sequence z [ z , . . . , z that is regular on both1 r
rŽ . Ž .R and N, so that d s r and b s for all i with the usual conventions ;i i
Ž .clearly, we then have Tor RrI, N s 0, for i G 1. We now contrast thei
current remaining hypothesis
Ext1 › m N , y s 0, s G 1,Ž .s
w xwith the corresponding hypothesis in OP2, Sect. 2 that
z Ext i N , y s 0, i G 1. 5Ž . Ž .
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w x Ž .Recall from OP2, Theorem 2.1 that in this case 5 is also a necessary
condition for a sequence z , . . . , z that is regular on both R and N to1 r
Ž . Ž .satisfy 4 , with I s z , . . . , z and d s r.1 r
1.2.5. Claim. Let z [ z , . . . , z be a sequence that is regular on both1 r
R and N. Then the following are equivalent.
rrr e Ž .eŽ . Ž . Ž .i V NrzN ( [ V N ;es0
Ž . iŽ .ii z Ext N, y s 0, i G 1;
Ž . 1Ž .iii z Ext N, y s 0;
Ž . 1Ž .iv Ext › m N, y s 0, s G 1.s
r rŽ . Ž .Proof. Noting that b s s , the discussion shows that itrye r y e e
Ž . Ž .suffices to prove the implication iii “ iv .
Ž .So suppose that iii holds and consider s g N. Then the map › m N:s
r rŽ . Ž .s sy1R mN “ R mN can be viewed as a matrix map
r rŽ . Ž .s sy1
N “ N[ [i j
is1 js1
 4with entries from z , . . . , z , where N s N s N for all i, j. Hence, for all1 r i j
1Ž .R-modules L, Ext › m N, L can be viewed as a matrix maps
r rŽ . Ž .sy1 s
1 1Ext N , L “ Ext N , LŽ .Ž .Ł Łj i
js1 is1
 4 Ž .with entries from z , . . . , z . Thus iv holds.1 r
1.2.6. Remark. As the referee has commented, the proof of 1.2.5 shows
that if M is a finitely generated R-module of finite projective dimension
and I is the ideal of R generated by the entries of all the matrices in a
Žminimal free resolution of M, then for R-modules N satisfying Tor M,i
.N s 0 for i G 1}for example, N an MCM R-module}one has that
1Ž . 1Ž .I Ext N, y s 0 implies Ext › m N, y s 0, s G 1.s
We now return to the proof of 1.2.1.
Proof of Lemma 1.2.1. First consider the case s s 0. Clearly there
exists an exact sequence
n00 0j 0 “ C “ V M m N “ V M m N “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
1Ž .Ž . 0Žsuch that Ext p m N, C j s 0, since we have that C s 0, V M m0 0 0 0
. 0Ž . 0Ž .N s M m N s V M m N and that p m N: F m N “ V M m N s0 0
M m N is the natural map.
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ŽNow suppose that s G 1 and that the result holds for the case s y 1 so
. Ž .that, in particular, C ( K . Then, from 3 and the inductive hypoth-sy1 sy1
esis, we deduce the existence of the following induced commutative
diagram with exact columns,
0 066
p mNsy1 sy16 Ž .F m N V M m Nsy1 6
np sy1sy1
6
rsy1 sy16 Ž .T rK V M m N .sy1 s
6
6
; 6
U rK Csy1 s sy166
00
Ž .jŽ .u sy1sy1
Hence
u s Ext1 p m N , C jŽ . Ž . Ž .sy1 sy1 sy1 sy1
s 0, by inductive hypothesis.
Ž .Thus u splits; i.e.,sy1
T rK ( F m N [ C . 6Ž . Ž .sy1 s sy1 sy1
1Ž . Ž . sŽBut K s V T rK , since by the bottom left square in 3 , K : V Ms sy1 s s
.m N : mT . Hencesy1
K s V1 F m N [ CŽ .Ž .s sy1 sy1
s F m V1 N [ V1 C ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .sy1 sy1
Ž .so up to isomorphism
K s C . 7Ž .s s
Ž .This establishes the existence of the exact sequence j , with C as stated.s s
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Further, by 3 , 6 , and 7 , the following commutative diagram with
exact columns is induced,
0 06 6
jss 6Ž . Ž .V M m N F m N [ Csy1 sy16
ns
6
s 6Ž .V M m N T ,sy166
C Cs s6 6
0 0
Ž . Ž .j hs sy1
Ž .where j [ k ( t m N , withs sy1 s
k : F m N “ F m N [ CŽ .sy1 sy1 sy1 sy1
the natural inclusion.
Ž . 1Ž .Ž .Hence j s Ext j , C h , sos s s sy1
Ext1 p m N , C j s Ext1 › m N , C (Ext1 k , C hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .s s s s s sy1 s sy1
s 0, as required.
The result therefore follows by induction.
1.3. Examples
As we have seen in Remark 1.2.4 above, 1.2.1 provides a generalization
w xof the setting of OP2, Theorem 2.1 . We give an example where the
w xhypotheses of 1.2.1 hold but where OP2, Theorem 2.1 does not apply.
ww xx Ž 2 2 .1.3.1. EXAMPLE. Let R s K X, Y r X , Y , with K a field, so that
2 2 ŽR s K [ Kx [ Ky [ Kxy as K-vector space, with x s y s 0 writing
ww xx.R s K x, y . It follows easily that we may present an R-module, which
we denote by L, via the 2-periodic resolution
« «2 12 2 2??? “ R “ R “ R “ L “ 0, 8Ž .
where
x 0
« s , i G 1.ii ž /y1 y xŽ .
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ŽLet P be an arbitrary R-module. Fix i G 1. Then using transposes, of
.necessity
iq1 0x y1 yŽ .u ui 2Ext L, P s g P sŽ .R ž / ž / ž /½ 5¤ ¤ž / 00 x
ix y1 yŽ . 2P .ž /0 x
However,
iq1 i0x y1 y xu s y1 y¤ ,Ž . Ž .u s lž / ž / ½¤ž / 00 x x¤ s 0,
in which case
ii y1 uŽ .x y1 yŽ . u s y .ž / iu y ¤ž / ž /0 x y1 ¤Ž .
We deduce that
y Ext i L, P s 0, i G 1. 9Ž . Ž .R
2w x Ž .Now consider the ideal I [ yR and set R [ RrI , K X r X \
2w x Ž .K x , where x s 0. Notice that applying ym R to 8 yields the follow-R
Ž .ing free resolution of T [ L m R over R as can easily be seen ,R
« «2 12 2 2??? “ R “ R “ R “ T “ 0
Rx 0Ž . Ž Ž .with « s , i G 1. Hence Tor R, L s 0, i G 1. Thus L is a lifting ofi i0 x
w xT to R in the sense of deformation theory; see ADS , for example, and
.below.
Note that
› ›2 1
??? “ R “ R “ R “ R “ 0
is a minimal free resolution of R over R where, for s G 1, › is multiplica-s
i Ž . i Ž .tion by y. Hence Ext › m L, y is just multiplication by y on Ext L, y ,R s R
Ž . i Ž .so we deduce from 9 that Ext › m L, y s 0.R s
Note that y is a zerodivisor on R.
The simple example above has the drawback that pd R s ‘, so that itR
Ž .is not relevant as regards 1.2.2 or especially 1.2.3. We now present a
more complicated example which bears directly on 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.
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ww1.3.2. EXAMPLE. Let K be a field with char K / 3. Let R s K X, Y,
3 3 3 2 2xx Ž . Ž .Z r X q Y q Z and R s Rr XY , XZ R. Thus we write R s
ww xx 3 3 3K x, y, z with x q y q z s 0. Then it is easy to check that
› ›2 120 “ R “ R “ R “ R “ 0 10Ž .
2yzŽ .is a minimal free resolution of R over R, where › s and › s22 1y
Ž 2 2 . Ž .xy xz . Let N be a maximal Cohen]Macaulay MCM R-module. By a
w x Ž wresult essentially due to Greuel-Schreyer-Dieterich Di see Po; HePo,
x. Ž 2 2 2 . i Ž .2.5 , x , y , z Ext N, y s 0, i G 1. We remark also that applyingR
Ž .ym N to 10 yields the exact sequenceR
› mN › mN2 126 60 “ N N N “ R m N “ 0,R
R 2 2Ž . Ž .so that Tor R, N s 0, i G 1: this is because z and y are non-zero-i
divisors on N, and because x is also a non-zerodivisor on N, so, for
p, q g N,
xy2 p q xz2q s 0
“ y2 p q z 2q s 0
“ p s yz 2 t and q s y2 t for some t g N ,
 2 24since y , z is a regular sequence on N. The argument used in the proof
Ž . Ž . j Ž .of iii “ iv of the Claim 1.2.5 then shows that Ext › m N, y s 0 forR s R
j, s G 1.
Ž .Hence 1.2.2 or 1.2.3 tells us that
2 1 2V R m N ( N [ 2V N [ V N ,Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R R
w xsince pd R s 2. Note that this does not follow from OP2, 2.1 sinceR
 2 24xy , xz is not a regular sequence on R.
Ž .1.3.3. Remark. For examples of non-free MCM R-modules in the
w Ž .situation of Example 1.3.2, see OP1, Sect. 4, Remark; OP2, 7.7 ii ;
xKa , say.
wThe argument used in Example 1.3.2 taken together with Ei2, Exercise
Ž .x17.13 d easily gives the following general result:
1.3.4. PROPOSITION. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, X s X , . . . , X1 n
ww xx Ž . ww xx Ž .indeterminates, and f g K X with 0 / f g X . Set R s K X r f and
Ž .  4D s › fr› X , . . . , › fr› X R. Let N be an MCM R-module, z , . . . , z anf 1 n 1 s
Ž .R-sequence with z , . . . , z : D , and u an arbitrary non-zerodi¤isor in R.1 s f
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Let I be an ideal generated by some monomials in the z and let J s uI. Theni
d [ pd RrJ - ‘ andR
d
bdy ed eV NrJN s V N ,Ž . Ž .Ž .[
es0
Ž .where b is the ith Betti number of RrJ as R-module .i
Proof. The discussion preceding the statement of the proposition shows
Ž .that the argument of 1.2.2 or 1.2.3 applies.
1.3.5. Remark. In particular, Proposition 1.3.4 can be applied to the
Ž .case where the ideal J in 1.3.4. is a power of the ideal z , . . . , z , by1 s
taking u s 1.
2. LIFTABLE MODULES
Ž .For simplicity, let R, m be a Noetherian local ring. Let I be an ideal
2˜of R, and let RrI, R s RrI . All modules are finitely generated. An
R-module T is said to be liftable if there is an R-module L such that
RŽ . Ž .T ( L m R we do not prescribe the isomorphism and Tor R, L s 0R i
for i G 1. For background, with indications of the connections with defor-
w xmation theory, see ADS . Thus when I is a complete intersection ideal,
˜i.e., is generated by a regular sequence, an R-module which is liftable to R
w x w x Žis ‘‘weakly liftable’’ in the sense of ADS ; see ADS, 3.6 . Of course, R is
˜ .a factor ring of R. Indeed when I is generated by a regular sequence, it is
˜w xshown in ADS, 3.5 that an R-module T is liftable to R if and only if in
the exact sequence
aR 1 q0 “ Tor R , T “ V T m R “ R “ T “ 0, 11Ž . Ž . Ž .1 R R
obtained from a part of the minimal R-free resolution of T , namely
0 “ V1 T “ Rq “ T “ 0,Ž .R
Žby tensoring with R m y , a is in fact a split monomorphism. Note thatR
1 Ž . .Coker a ( V T ! Thus, in this case, T is weakly liftable if and only if theR
Ž . w xmap a in the exact sequence 11 has a retraction. By Mi , this is
equivalent to the condition that
1 R 1V T m R ( Tor R , T [ V T .Ž . Ž . Ž .R R 1 R
In the case of a general ideal I, we shall see that the condition that a
have a retraction must be supplemented by a condition that various torsion
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˜ Žmodules vanish in order to achieve an equivalence with liftability to R the
w x .proof of ADS, 3.4 illuminates this point . Indeed, one of the main thrusts
of our work is to develop a general theory of liftings over arbitrary ideals I,
w xrather than the case I a complete intersection ideal treated in ADS, OP2
Ž .for example . In general, then, we say that the R-module T is preliftable
Ž .to R if a in 11 has a retraction.
wThe following results therefore form a partial generalization of ADS,
˜x3.5 and 3.6 . We first note that preliftability to R and R coincide.
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let T be an R-module. Then T is preliftable to R if and
˜only if it is preliftable to R.
Proof. In the natural diagram of R-modules
6 1 q6 6 6Ž .0 V T R T 0R
6
,t
6
1 q
66 6 6˜Ž .V T0 R T 0R˜
q 1 Ž .note that IR : V T since IT s 0. By the Snake Lemma, t is surjectiveR
2 qand Ker t s I R . It follows that g [ R m t is an isomorphism. ApplyingR
Ž .ym R, then, the following diagram with induced map d results,R
aR 1 q
66 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .0 Tor R , T R m V T R T 01 R R
6
,gd
6
a˜R˜ 1 q
6 66 6 6
Ž . Ž .Tor R , T0 R m V T R T 0˜ ˜1 R R
where a is the map induced on applying ym R to the exact sequence˜ R˜
1 ˜qŽ .0 “ V T “ R “ T “ 0. Since g is an isomorphism, so also is d andR˜
the result follows.
2.2. Remark. We note that for an R-module A
R 2Tor R , A ( IrI m AŽ .1 R
˜R RŽ Ž . Ž ..so again we have Tor R, A ( Tor R, A . This follows on applying1 1
A m y to the exact sequence 0 “ I “ R “ R “ 0; the exact sequenceR
;R0 “ Tor R , A “ I m A “ A “ A “ 0Ž .1 R
2results. Moreover, I m A ( IrI m A.R R
1 1 2Ž Ž . .Thus the R-module T is preliftable if Ext V T , IrI m T s 0, orR R R
Ž w x.equivalently cf. ADS
2 2Ext T , IrI m T s 0.Ž .R R
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Next we note the relationship between prelifting and the vanishing of a
certain Tor. This will be relevant in pointing up the distinction between
w xthe theory of ADS concerning complete intersection ideals and our more
Ž .general approach see the Introduction and Example 3.11 .
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let T be an R-module. Then the following are equi¤a-
lent.
Ž .i T has a prelifting to R.
dŽ .ii There exists a short exact sequence of R-modules 0 “ U “ L “ T
RŽ .“ 0 with U ( Tor T , R and Im d : IL.1
R˜Ž . Ž .iii There exists an R-module L with LrIL ( T and Tor L, R s 01
R˜Ž Ž . .equi¤alently Tor L, R s 0 .1
RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .If i holds, then in ii and iii , Tor T , R ( U ( I m L ( IL.1 R
RŽ . Ž . Ž .Proof. i “ ii . Suppose that the monomorphism a : Tor R, T “1
1 1Ž . Ž .V T m R has a retraction b , and let g s bp , where p : V T “R R R
1 Ž .V T m R is the natural surjection. Consider the short exact sequenceR R
1 Ž .of R-modules 0 “ V T “ F “ T “ 0, where F is a free R-moduleR
1 Ž .covering T. Using the morphism Ext T , g , we have the commutativeR
diagram with exact rows
6 1 6 6 6Ž .0 V T F T 0R
6
,g
X 6dR
6 6 6 6
Ž .Tor R , T0 L T 01
where the left hand square is a pushout. Applying the functor ym R, weR
obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows,
aR 1
66 6 6
Ž . Ž .Tor R , T V T m R F T 01 R R
.b
6 X
6d
R R
6 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .Tor R , T Tor R , T LrIL T 01 1
XSince ba is the identity map, we deduce that the induced map d is the
zero map. Hence Im d X : IL, as required.
Ž . Ž .ii “ i . Suppose that we are given the short exact sequence 0 “
d RŽ .U “ L “ T “ 0 with U ( Tor T , R and Im d : IL. Then a free R-1
module F covering T induces the commutative diagram with exact rows
6 1 6 6 6Ž .0 V T F T 0R
66
.«
d6 6 6 6
U0 L T 0
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Ž 2Now Im d = IL, since IT s 0, so that Im d s IL. Also, IU s 0 so I L s 0,
˜ .with the result that L is an R-module. Apply the functor ym R. TheR
commutative diagram with exact rows
aR 1
6 6 6 6
Ž . Ž .Tor R , T V T m R F T 01 R R
6
6
«
h dR 6 66 6Ž .Tor R , T U L m R T 01 R
results, where a is a monomorphism. Now d is the zero map, so h is
RŽ .surjective. Since U and Tor R, T are isomorphic, it follows from the1
y1noetherian property that h is in fact an isomorphism. Hence h « gives
Ž .the required splitting, so i holds.
Ž .Now suppose again that ii holds. We note from above that U ( Im d
s IL, so that LrIL ( T , while, using 2.2, we also have that U (
R 2Ž .Tor R, T ( IrI m T. Hence IU s 0, and since IT s 0 it follows that1 R
2˜L is an R-module. Moreover, as is almost immediate, IrI m T ( I m L.R R
RŽ . Ž .Finally, to show that iii holds, we prove that Tor R, L s 0. For that,1
consider the short exact sequence 0 “ I “ R “ R “ 0 and apply the
functor ym L. The resulting exact sequenceR
R0 “ Tor R , L “ I m L “ L “ T “ 0Ž .1 R
uRŽ .yields the short exact sequence 0 “ Tor R, L “ I m L “ IL “ 0.1 R
However I m L ( IL, so again the noetherian property shows that theR
RŽ .surjection u is in fact an isomorphism. Hence Tor R, L s 0, as claimed.1
˜R RŽ Ž . Ž . . Ž .The proof of 2.1 shows that Tor L, R ( Tor L, R . Hence iii fol-1 1
lows.
Ž .Now suppose finally that iii holds and consider the short exact se-
quence 0 “ IL “ L “ T “ 0. Applying the functor ym R, we obtainR
q lRŽ .the exact sequence 0 “ Tor R, T “ IL “ T “ T “ 0. The by now1
standard argument gives that the surjection l is an isomorphism, and
Ž .therefore q is also an isomorphism. Hence ii holds.
˜Introducing a natural piece of terminology, we say that an R-module L
˜Ž . Ž .as in 2.3 ii is a prelifting of the R-module T to R equivalently, to R .
Ž .2.4. Remarks. 1 Picking up on a technique used in the proof of 2.3,
we note here that, in our setting, the presupposition of the existence of
certain isomorphisms means that the isomorphism in question can be
exhibited by a natural induced map, because of the noetherian property. In
detail, suppose that we have a short exact sequence of R-modules 0 “ IL
“ L “ T “ 0, so that T is an R-module with LrIL ( T. Then, applying
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ym R, we have the induced sequenceR
baRTor R , T “ IL m R “ T “ T “ 0.Ž .1 R
Since b is surjective and T is noetherian, b is in fact an isomorphism, so
RŽ .a is surjective. Hence if we know a priori that Tor R, T and IL m R1 R
are isomorphic R-modules, it follows from the noetherian property that a
is an isomorphism.
Ž .2 Somewhat more generally, suppose we have a short exact se-
g
quence of R-modules 0 “ K “ L “ P “ 0 with Im g : IL and K (
RŽ . Ž .Tor R, P so IK s 0 . As before, applying ym R, we have the induced1 R
sequence
d 0RTor R , P “ K “ LrIL “ PrIP “ 0.Ž .1
Again, therefore, the induced surjective map d exhibits the isomorphism
R ˜Ž . Žbetween Tor R, P and K. As usual, R can replace R in appropriate1
.contexts.
We next establish necessary conditions for the existence of a lifting to
R. The following lemma will prove useful.
2.5. LEMMA. Suppose that the R-module T has a lifting L to R. Then
IL ( I m L, so that we ha¤e a composite isomorphismR
; ;2 Rs : IL m R “ IrI m T “ Tor R , T . 12Ž . Ž .R R 1
Proof. Apply ym L to the exact sequenceR
0 “ I “ R “ R “ 0.
RŽ .Since Tor R, L s 0, L being a lifting, we deduce that I m L ( IL. The1 R
rest of the result follows as in 2.3.
Ž . Ž .We fix the notation used in 12 . Recall also the exact sequence 11 . We
again use and indeed build on ideas employed in the proof of 2.3 to derive
the next two results.
2.6. THEOREM. Suppose that the R-module T has a lifting L from R to R.
1 Ž .Then there exists an R-module map t : V T “ IL such thatR
1Ž . Ž .i R m t : V T m R “ IL m R is a section of a , modulo theR R R R
isomorphism s ; and
RŽ . Ž .ii Tor t , R is an isomorphism, for all i G 1.i
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows, where F is
a free R-module covering T ,
6 1 6 6 6Ž .0 V T F T 0R
66
,t
6 6 6 6
IL0 L T 0
the surjection L “ T inducing the map F “ L and so inducing the map
1 Ž . Žt : V T “ IL, as shown. Applying ym R, we have in an obviousR R
.notation the induced diagrams
aR 1
6 66 6 6
Ž . Ž .0 Tor R , T V T m R F T 01 R R
6
6
,Rm tR
v ;R
66 6 6 6
Ž .Tor R , T0 IL m R LrIL T 01 R
R R 1
6 66
Ž . Ž Ž . .0 Tor T , R Tor V T , R 0iq1 i R
6
R , i G 1Ž .Tor t , Ri
R R
6 6 6
Ž . Ž .Tor T , R0 Tor IL, R 0iq1 i
RŽ Ž .note that Tor L, R s 0, i G 1, since L is a lifting, and that the inducedi
.surjection LrIL “ T is an isomorphism, by the noetherian property .
ŽHence v is an isomorphism and the result follows it is easily seen that
y1 .v s s .
We have the following necessary and sufficient conditions for liftability
˜from R to R.
2.7. THEOREM. The following are equi¤alent:
˜Ž .i T is liftable from R to R;
R˜ 1 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .ii a : Tor R, T “ V T m R has a retraction b such that˜ ˜ ˜1 R R
R˜ 1˜Ž . Ž .Tor bp , R is an isomorphism for i G 1, p being the surjection V T “˜ ˜ ˜i R
1 Ž .V T m R.˜ ˜R R
Ž . Ž .Proof. In view of 2.6, it suffices to prove ii “ i : note that if L is a
˜2 R˜ Ž . Ž .lifting of T to R then since I L s 0! IL ( IL m R ( Tor R, T , byR˜ 1
2.5.
˜ ˜Ž .Let b be the retraction given in ii and let g s bp . Take F to be a free˜
˜ 1 Ž .R-module covering T. Using the morphism Ext T , g , we have theR˜
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commutative diagram with exact rows
16 6 6 6Ž .V T0 F T 0R˜
g
6
6
R˜
66 6 6
Ž .0 Tor R , T E T 01
R˜Ž . Ž .so the left hand square is a pushout . For simplicity, set T s Tor R, Ti i
R˜Ž .and G s Tor g , R , i G 1. Applying ym R to the diagram above, the˜i i R
Žfollowing commutative diagram with exact rows results it is broken into
.two parts because of its length ,
˜ 6R 1˜ 6 66 6R 1 Ž Ž . .??? T Tor V T , RŽ Ž . .Tor V T , R 0 ˜2 1 R˜2 R
666
G ,G 1,2
l s d l2 2 2 1˜ ˜ ˜R R R6 6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Tor T , R??? Tor E, R T Tor T , R2 1 2 2 1 1
a˜ 616 6 6 66 Ž .T V T m R F T 00 ˜ ˜1 R R
66
b˜
6 .l s d l s1 1 1 0 0R˜6 6 6 6 6 6Ž .Tor E, R T T ErIE T 01 1 1
˜Since d s ba s 1, s is an isomorphism, so ErIE ( T , and l is˜1 0 1
R˜Ž .surjective. Since G is an isomorphism, we deduce that Tor E, R s 0.1 1
Thus d , being injective by the commutativity of its square, is also2
surjective, so an isomorphism. Hence s s 0, and it easily follows that2
R˜Ž .l s 0, so Tor E, R s 0, etc.2 2
The result follows.
˜2.8. COROLLARY. Suppose that the R-module T is liftable to R. Then T is
˜preliftable to R or, equi¤alently, to R.
Ž .Proof. This follows immediately from 2.7 and 2.3 cf. 2.1 also .
In the next section, we will apply these results and those below to obtain
information about splittings of syzygies, and so arrive at formulae for
Poincare series.´
Ž .In view of our interest is preliftability, and so cf., e.g., 2.3 of our
R 1Ž . Ž .interest in the canonical map a : Tor T , R “ V T m R, we note the1 R R
following situation in higher degrees.
2.9. FACT. Let T be an R-module. Then, for i G 1, there exists an exact
sequence
R i 1 iy10 “ Tor T , R “ V T m R “ V V T m R “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i R R R R R
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Proof. This follows easily on applying ym R to the exact sequenceR
0 “ V i T “ F “ V iy1 T “ 0Ž . Ž .R iy1 R
Ž iy1Ž ..F being a minimal free R-module covering V T .iy1 R
2.10. Remark. We now want to consider an analogue of preliftability
˜from R to R for certain R-modules. Specifically, we pose the following:
˜Question. Suppose that the R-module T is liftable to R: What are
conditions under which the exact sequence of 2.9 splits, for i G 1? Note
RŽ .that by 2.8 this exact sequence splits when i s 1. Since Tor T , R si
R iy1Ž Ž . .Tor V T , R for i G 1, we see that the question asks for conditions1 R
i ˜Ž .under which the R-module V T is ‘‘preliftable’’ to R, for i G 0, in aR
Ž Ž .generalized sense see 11 and the subsequent discussion, noting that
i Ž . .V T is an R-module only when i s 0 .R
A complete answer to the question would yield an inductive proof of a
w x Žw xgeneralization of OP2, 7.1 to the case of a general ideal I OP2, 7.1
.dealt with the case where I is generated by a regular sequence . Certainly
˜if T has no free direct summands and is liftable to R, and I is generated
by a regular sequence of length r say, then the exact sequence of 2.9 splits
rŽ . w xfor i G 1. If we set b s , 0 F i F r, the proof of OP2, 7.1 actuallyi i
shows that
i
b iy jjiV T m R ( V T , 0 F i F r .Ž . Ž .[ Ž .R R R
js0
iR b 1 iy1iŽ . Ž Ž . .Now, for i G 1, Tor T , R ( T , and V V T m R ( [i R R R js1j b iy jŽ Ž .. w xV T . Thus, by Mi , the sequence in question does indeed split,R
since the middle term is isomorphic to direct sum of the second and fourth
terms.
Finally, we examine preliftability in some last contexts of interest. As
Ž .usual, m I denotes the minimal number of generators of I.
Ž .2.11. PROPOSITION. Let r s m I . Suppose that the canonical surjection
r 2 2 ms˜ Ž .q: T “ IrI m T splits and that T is preliftable to R. Then IrI m T isR R
˜preliftable to R, for s G 1.
Proof. By induction, it suffices to treat the case s s 1. Since T is
r 2˜preliftable to R, so also is T . By hypothesis, IrI m T is a directR
summand of T r, so the result holds by the following lemma.
˜2.12. LEMMA. A direct summand of an R-module T that is preliftable to R
˜is also preliftable to R.
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Proof. Let T s T [ T , where T and T are R-modules. Note that1 2 1 2
R˜ 1Ž . Ž .the canonical map a : Tor T , R “ V T m R is the direct sum of the˜ ˜1 R R
R˜ 1Ž . Ž .corresponding maps: a : Tor T , R “ V T m R, i s 1, 2.˜ ˜i 1 i R i R
 4Let i g 1, 2 and let j : T “ T , p : T “ T be the obvious maps suchi i i i ˜1 1 RŽ Ž . Ž ..that p j s 1 . Then the map Ext V j , Tor p , R sends the split˜i i T R R i 1 ii
sequence
aR˜ 1 10 “ Tor T , R “ V T m R “ V T “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜1 R R R
to the sequence
a iR˜ 1 10 “ Tor T , R “ V T m R “ V T “ 0,Ž . Ž .Ž . ˜ ˜1 i R i R R i
which therefore must also be split.
2.13. EXAMPLE. We now present an example of a direct summand of a
Ž .liftable module which is itself not liftable cf. 2.12 .
ww xx Ž 2 3.Let R s K X, Y r X q Y , K an algebraically closed field, and
Ž ww xx . Ž .writing R s K x, y in the obvious way let I s y . The only non-free
Ž . w Ž .xindecomposable MCM R-module is m [ x, y Yo, 5.11 . Now m is a
lifting of mrym ( K [ K. For this, as in 1.3, one uses the matrix factor-
ization
x y2 x yy 2ž / ž /yy x y x y yxŽ .2 2 26 6 6??? “ R R R m “ 0.
But K is not liftable, for if this were the case, its lifting would be another
indecomposable MCM R-module, which cannot be R or m.
2Finally, we can give a sufficient condition for IrI m T to be preliftableR
˜to R.
2.14. THEOREM. Suppose that the R-module T is liftable to R, where
3 2 2 2 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .I s y with y : y s y : y. Then IrI m T is preliftable to R.R
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists an R-module L and a short exact
sequence
0 “ IL “ L “ T “ 0,
RŽ .with Tor R, L s 0, i G 1. Applying ym L to the short exact sequencei R
of R-modules 0 “ I 2rI 3 “ IrI 3 “ IrI 2 “ 0, we obtain the exact se-
quence
I 2rI 3 m L “ IrI 3 m L “ IrI 2 m L “ 0. 13Ž .R R R
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By 2.5, I m L ( IL so that IrI 3 m L ( RrI 2 m IL ( ILrI 3L. WeR R R
Ž .deduce from 13 the short exact sequence
0 “ I 2LrI 3L “ ILrI 3L “ IrI 2 m L “ 0.R
2 2But IrI m L ( IrI m T , as is easily seen.R R ˜2 3 R 2Ž .By 2.3, it remains to prove that I LrI L ( Tor IrI m T , R , i.e.,1 R
2 3 2 2 2 2Ž . Ž .that I LrI L ( IrI m IrI m T see 2.2 . However, IrI m IrI (R R R
Ž 2 . 2 3 Ž Ž .. Ž 2 .Rr y : y while I LrI L ( RrI m I I m L ( RrI m I m L (R R R R
2 3 2 3 3 2Ž .I rI m T , where I rI ( Rr y : y . The result follows from our hy-R
pothesis.
2.15. Remark. The crucial relationship needed for the above proof to
2 2 2 3work is that IrI m IrI ( I rI . Applying Rrm m y , we deduce thatR R
12 2Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . .this implies that m I s m I . But m I F m I m I q 1 , and we2
Ž . Ž .infer that m I s 1 in this case. Thus I s y and then, as is easily seen,
Ž 3. 2 Ž 2 .the above isomorphism holds if and only if y : y s y : y.
3. APPLICATIONS
We now apply our previous work to obtain results on splittings of
syzygies and on Poincare series, in the context of change of rings.´
RŽ .As a point of notation, for an R-module M, b M will denote thep
pth-Betti number of M as R-module. Moreover the Poincare series of M´
RŽ . RŽ .over R, denoted P M , is defined by the formal power series P M [
RŽ . pÝ b M t , t being an indeterminate.pG 0 p
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose that the R-module T has a lifting L from R to R.
Then, for all p G 1,
pp py1V T m R ( V IL m R [ V T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R R R
Proof. The case p s 1 follows from 2.6, for example, since a has a
retraction, b say. Now consider the case p G 2. Let F , resp. FX , denote? ?
the minimal R-free resolution of T , resp. IL. Then, adapting notation
suitably, the diagram
6 1 6 6 6Ž .0 V T F T 0R 0
66
t
6 6 6 6
IL0 L T 0
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from the proof of 2.6 yields the following commutative diagram with exact
rows,
p6 6 py16 6Ž . Ž .V T0 F V T 0R py1 R
py1 py2Ž . Ž .V t V t .R R
6 6
6
Xpy1 py26 6 6 6Ž . Ž .0 V IL F V IL 0R py2 R
Ž .Applying R m y and using 2.6 ii , we obtain the commutative diagramR
with exact rows
py16 6 6R 1 p66 Ž .F V T m R 0Ž Ž . . Ž .0 Tor V T , R V T m R py1 R R
6
py1 R R R
6 6
fR p py 1f py 1Ž . ,Tor t , R , ppy1
6
py26 6XR py16 6 6 Ž .V IL m R 0Ž . Ž .Tor IL, R0 V IL m R F R Rpy1 R R py2
14Ž .
iy1 R 1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .where f [ V t m R i s p y 1, p , since Tor V T , R (i R R py1 R
R py1 R R py2Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .Tor V T , R and Tor IL, R ( Tor V IL , R .1 R py1 1 R
We show by induction on p G 1 that f has a section and thatp
pŽ .Ker f ( V T . Indeed, for p s 1 we have f s b and the inductivep R 1
result holds in this case by 2.6, as remarked above. So, with p G 2, suppose
py1Ž . Ž .that f has a section and that Ker f ( V T . From 14 wepy1 py1 R
obtain the following commutative diagrams with exact rows,
R 1 p 1 py16 6 66 Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž Ž . .0 Tor V T , R V T m R V V T m R 0py1 R R R R R R
6 6
1 ,f Ž .V f, p R py1
6
R py1 1 py26 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .Tor IL, R0 V IL m R V V IL m R 0py1 R R R R
1 py1 py16 6 66 Ž Ž . . Ž .0 V V T m R F V T m R 0R R R py1 R R
6
1 .p fŽ .V f py1 py1R py1
6
6
X1 py2 py266 6 6Ž Ž . . Ž .V V IL m R0 F V IL m R 0R R R py1 R R
py1Ž .Since f has a section with co-kernel V T , we may take F spy1 R py1
py1X Ž .F [ G , where G is a free R-module covering V T and ppy1 py1 py1 R py1
is the first projection map.
The Snake Lemma, applied to these last two diagrams, yields Ker f (p
1 Ž .Ker V f and the exact sequenceR py1
py110 “ Ker V f “ G “ V T “ 0.Ž .Ž .R p py1 R
1 pŽ . Ž .Hence Ker V f ( V T .R p R
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Ž . ŽSince the right-hand square in 14 is Cartesian f and p havingpy1 py1
.compatible sections , it follows that f has a section, as required.p
COROLLARY 1. Following the hypothesis of 3.1, for p G 1,
R R R Rb T s b T q b T ? b R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýp p i j
iqjsp
iG0, jG1
R R R R RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽProof. By 2.6, b T s b T q b IL . By 2.5, b IL s b Ip p py1 py1 py1
R R. Ž . Ž .m L . Since Tor R, L s 0, i G 1, we have that Tor I, L s 0, i G 1.R i i
R Ž . RŽ . RŽ .It follows from 1.1 that b IL s Ý b I b L . Butpy1 rqsspy1, r G 0, sG 0 r s
R R R R sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b I s b R . Moreover, b L s b T since, as is easily seen, V Lr rq1 s s R
s Ž .is a lifting of V T for s G 0. The result follows.R
R R RŽ . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2. If T is liftable from R to R, then P T s P R . P T .
Proof. This is merely a restatement of Corollary 1.
3.2. Remark. J. Herzog has remarked that Corollary 2 follows from
generalities about resolutions. If F denotes a minimal free resolution of L?
RŽ .over R, Fm R is a minimal free resolution of T over R. Hence P L s? R
RŽ .P T . On the other hand, if G is a minimal free resolution of R over R,?
RŽ .Fm G is a minimal free resolution of T over R. Hence P T s? R ?
R RŽ . Ž .P L .P R , whence Corollary 2. Note that these ideas have already
been used in our more refined investigation of the behaviour of the actual
syzygy modules in the context of lifting and the resulting change of rings.
Ž . w x3.3. Remark. If T , I is a Golod pair in the sense of Gokhale Go2
and T / 0, T is not liftable from R to R unless I s 0. Indeed, if T / 0
R R R RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .were liftable, then b T s b T , b T s b T and, for n G 2,0 0 1 1
ny1
R R R Rb T s b T q b R ? b TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n nyi iy1
is1
R R Rs b T y b T ? b RŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýn i j
iqjsn
iG0, jG1
Rw x Ž .by Go2 and Corollary 1 above. Since b T / 0, we deduce that, in this0
R RŽ . Ž .case, b R s b R s 0 for n G 2, i.e., R s R.n ny1
w xHence our analysis is completely disjoint from that of Go2 . Neverthe-
w xless the papers Go1, Go2 should prove to be a fruitful source of ideas for
further work.
We finish with some results and illustrative examples on splitting of
˜Ž .syzygies under base change in the context of pre liftability to R.
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Ž .3.4. PROPOSITION. Let r s m I and suppose that the canonical surjec-
r 2 ˜tion T “ IrI m T splits, where T is liftable to R. Then, for p s 0, 1, 2,R
mjp i 2V T m R ( V IrI m TŽ . Ž .˜ ˜ [ ž /R R R R
iqjsp
i , jG0
2 m0Ž Ž . .where IrI is to be interpreted as R .
2 ms ˜Ž .Proof. By 2.8 and 2.11, for s G 1, IrI m T is preliftable to R, soR
Ž .cf. 2.2
Ž .ms msm sq11 2 2 1 2V IrI m T m R ( IrI m T [ V IrI m T .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ž / ž /ž /R R R R R R
˜Applying 3.1 in the case p s 2, with R replaced by R, and noting 2.5, we
easily obtain the result.
3.5. Remark. To go further in 3.4, we would need to have information
2 ms ˜Ž .about when IrI m T is liftable to R. It seems hard to get usefulR
information about this. We note that we have a complete answer in the
case where I is generated by a regular sequence or, more generally, when
2 Ž .IrI is free over R see Example 3.10 below :
Ž . 23.6. PROPOSITION. Let r s m I , where I is an ideal such that IrI is free
Ž .o¤er R e. g., I generated by a regular sequence . Suppose that T is liftable to
R˜. Then
p
irp iV T m R ( V T , p G 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜ [R R R
is0
2 r r 2Proof. Now IrI ( R , so the canonical surjection T “ IrI m T isR
r s 2 ms˜ Ž .an isomorphism. Then, for s G 1, if L lifts T to R, L lifts IrI m TR
2 ms r s˜ Ž .to R. Note that IrI m T is isomorphic to T for s G 0. The resultR
easily follows from 3.1, by induction.
COROLLARY. Following 3.6, we ha¤e
p
irR˜ Rb T s b T , p G 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýp i
is0
w3.7. Remark. It is of interest to compare 3.6 to the comments on OP2,
x7.1 in Remark 2.10. There we obtained information on splitting of syzygies
over R after base change to R.
Finally, 2.14 yields the following analogue of 3.4.
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˜3.8. PROPOSITION. Suppose that the R-module T is liftable to R and that
Ž 3. 2 Ž 2 .I s yR with y : y s y : y. Then, for p s 0, 1, 2,
py1
p p i 2V T m R ( V T [ V IrI m T .Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ [R R R R R
is0
Ž 2 .ms 2Proof. We merely note that IrI ( IrI , s G 1.
3.9. Remark. Again, as in 3.5, to go further we would need information
2 msŽ .on the liftability of IrI m T.R
We close with two examples to illustrate 3.4 to 3.9.
ww xx Ž 2 .3.10. EXAMPLE. Let R s K X, Y r Y X , where K is a field, and
Ž ww xx. Ž 2 . Ž .I s yR where we write R s K x, y . Then y : y s y as is clear,
2 2 2Ž . Ž .since Y X : Y , even though y is a zerodivisor. Hence IrI ( R, so
2 msŽ .for any liftable R-module T , IrI m T is trivially liftable for s G 1.R
2Note that the canonical surjection T “ IrI m T splits trivially, being inR
fact an isomorphism.
Our final example illustrates the difficulties we encounter once we move
away from complete intersection ideals. It shows that we cannot concen-
w xtrate solely on liftings as in ADS ; preliftings now play an essential role in
our more general context.
ww xx Ž .3.11. EXAMPLE. Let R s K X, Y r YX , where K is a field, and
ww xx Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 3. 2I s yR, where we write R s K x, y . Now x, y s y : y s y : y , so
2 2 3 2˜ww xx ww xx Ž .IrI ( I rI ( K. Moreover, R ( K X and R ( K X, Y r YX, Y .
Let T be an indecomposable R-module. Since R is a principal ideal
domain, T is cyclic, so T m K ( K. Suppose that E is a prelifting of KR
2 ˜ ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .( IrI m T to R. Then m E s 1 since m T s 1. Thus E ( RrJ, forR
2 2˜ ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž ..some ideal J of R. Now y r y E ( K m T , by 2.3, so that y r y ER
( K. Hence we have the short exact sequence
f
0 “ K “ E “ K “ 0, 15Ž .
˜ Ž . Ž .where we take E s RrJ and where f 1 s y, the non-zero residue class
Ž .  4of y in E. Now, by 15 , dim E s 2 and 1, y is a K-basis for E. HenceK
2 ˜ ˜w x Ž . Ž .E ( K Y r Y ( RrxR. Note that it follows from 15 and the remarks
˜above that E is the unique prelifting of K to R; see 2.3.
˜ ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .Next we note that, in R, 0 : x s Ry s Ky , 0 : y s y, x R and˜ ˜R R
˜ ˜Rx l Ry s 0. It is easy to check that the following is the beginning of a
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˜ ˜ ˜minimal free resolution of RrxR over R,
y x 0 0 0
0 0 y 0 0 y x 0ž / ž /0 0 0 y x 0 0 y y x yŽ . x5 3 26 6 6˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜??? “ R R R R “ R “ R “ 0.
16Ž .
Indeed a little experimentation shows that we can generate the full
minimal free resolution F by viewing the process as a game which begins?
Žin degree 2 and proceeds according to the following inductive rules where
.we always write the pair y, x in that order . For n G 2, F is a direct sumn
˜2 ˜of terms of the form R and R written unambiguously by the inductive
˜ ˜ ˜2procedure, with F s R: each term R in F contributes an R term in2 n
˜2 ˜3 ˜2 ˜F while each term R in F contributes an R ( R [ R pair of termsnq1 n
Ž .to F written in that order, say . The latter pair of terms is acted on asnq1
y x 0ž /0 0 y
2 3 26˜ ˜ ˜ ˜R [ R ( R R ,
y xŽ .
2 6˜ ˜while in the former case the action is given by R R. Thus if f is then
Ž .nth Fibonacci number with f s 0, f s 1 we see that, for n G 3, F s0 1 n
˜2 ˜ ˜f R [ f R, while F s R.ny2 ny3 2
2˜ ˜ww xxApplying ym R has the effect of replacing R with R s K X and RR˜
2 Ž .with R , and of replacing Y by 0 and x by X. Thus 16 yields the
sequence
0 X 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0ž / ž /0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 XŽ . 0 X5 3 26 6 6??? “ R R R R “ R “ R “ 0,
which is exact in degree 1. Further, if n G 3, consecutive maps F m R˜nq1 R
“ F m R “ F m R decompose into blocks of the form˜ ˜n R ny1 R
0 X 0 0 0
0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0ž /ž / ž /0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0Ž .3 2 5 3 26 6 6 6R R R or R R R ,
R˜ ˜ ˜Ž .none of which is exact. Hence we see that Tor RrxR, R s 0, but1
R˜ ˜ ˜Ž .Tor RrxR, R / 0, i G 2, so E is not a lifting. Hence K is not liftable toi
˜ Ž Ž . .R. In particular, we cannot improve on 2.14 take T s R there .
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